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Many books were written approximately Joseph Smith. This one the made from Truman
Madsen s deep love for the topic and years of analysis illuminates particular features of Joseph
Smith s greatness. the subjects mentioned comprise Joseph Smiths First Vision; his character
and personality (including views on his relations life); his non secular presents and attributes;
his different trials; his Kirtland Temple experience; doctrinal advancements within the Nauvoo
era; and the final months and martyrdom. The booklet is full of interesting aspect approximately
key occasions within the Prophet s lifestyles and his impression on people. the result's a vivid,
riveting portrayal of this notable prophet. those that knew Joseph Smith most Joseph Smith, the
Prophet sensible testified that he lived great, and he died nice within the eyes of God and his
people. this excellent publication through a liked student will serve to substantiate and advance
that conviction for Latter-day Saints Joseph Smith, the Prophet today.
3.5 starsI listened to the recording of those lectures given by way of Truman Madsen along with
studying the broadcast work. Joseph Smith, the Prophet It was once attention-grabbing to
notice the cases the place his phrases have been rearranged or ignored thoroughly for the sake
of clarification, correction Joseph Smith, the Prophet or simplicity. For the main part, the
omissions have been understandable, yet there have been a couple of situations the place his
reviews have been fascinating or informative, and that Joseph Smith, the Prophet i might have
beloved to work out them in written form.This isn't really a catch-all biography of the guy I
deliberate to be a prophet of God, however it is an clever study, beneficial of attention. (I know, I
know. I simply took it upon myself to deem DR. Truman G. Madsen "worthy" of attention. I thrive
in understatements.)Some significant passages:"I supply another point, this from my very own
perspective. Take part ninety three of the Doctrine and Covenants - I pass over many different
sections of which an analogous may be said. In my thought of judgment (and i've got learn a bit
within the philosophers of the world) this part is greater in content material to Plato's Timaeus.
Plato may perhaps or would possibly not deserve the acceptance of being the best thinker of
the western world, which has been reiterated via many generations, yet I say that Joseph Smith,
as an software for receiving and transmitting God's word, was once extra profound than Plato
(p. 24).""While usually condemned for being 'exclusive,' Latter-day Saints belong to Joseph
Smith, the Prophet the single Church that has the potential to continue its roots and nonetheless
relate to, and finally embrace, all mankind, sifting during the errors and supplying the reality in
its place. The Prophet Joseph had that sort of expansive soul. 'We should still assemble up all
of the solid and precise rules within the world,' he said, 'and treasure them up, or we will now
not pop out actual 'Mormons (p. 48).' ' ""Modern revelation shows at the very least 3 times that
every people who seeks everlasting existence needs to in the future be tried, at the same time
Abraham. I placed the query as soon as to President Hugh B. Brown, after we have been in
Israel: Why used to be Abraham commanded to move up on that mountain...and supply as a
sacrifice his merely desire for the promised posterity? President Brown properly replied,
'Abraham had to study anything approximately Abraham.' through being tested, we all will at
some point know the way a lot our hearts are rather set at the state of God (p. 93).""Through all
his Nauvoo teachings Joseph displayed a feeling of mission. Lorenzo Snow said an afternoon

whilst an individual got here and requested Joseph (it occurred hundred [sic] of times), 'Who are
you?' He replied, 'Noah got here sooner than the Joseph Smith, the Prophet flood. i've got come
ahead of the fire.' (p. 105)."With the invention of the useless Sea Scrolls and adorned traditions,
occasionally fanciful, in later Judaism, it turns into obvious that centuries sooner than Christ a
convention taught that there have been messianic figures to come. The Messiah ben Judah, the
Son of Judah, the Son of David, the Stem of Jesse, might certainly redeem. yet along that set of
prophesies and all they entailed was once one other set a couple of son of Joseph who will be a
restorer of all things. I stated to a Harvard student who Joseph Smith, the Prophet was once
recognized for his New testomony skill, 'What probably should be restored?' He said, 'Well, you
recognize the word within the Lord's Prayer that claims 'Thy country come.' This used to be to
be provided through Christians who had simply acquired the dominion in Jesus. yet in actual
fact the prayer presupposes that whatever extra is to come.' Then he said, 'There's additionally
that language within the publication of Acts concerning the 'restitution of all things.' This guy is
knowledgeable at the useless Sea Scrolls. he understands not anything of Joseph Smith (or did
not earlier than we had our conversation). If the restorer used to be a Joseph named Smith, the
realm needs to stay up for 'that prophet who's to come,' who's to Joseph Smith, the Prophet
revive all issues (p. 106)."The Lord God had made covenant with Joseph who was once bought
into Egypt that during the final days that department of Israel could certainly run over the wall,
and God by means of acceptable unions of ancestors had watched over that blood Joseph
Smith, the Prophet till it got here natural and unsullied into Joseph... ...several generations
again from Joseph Smith there has been certainly a typical ancestor named John Lathrop, and
that Joseph Smith, the Prophet not just used to be he the typical ancestor of the Pratt brothers
and Joseph Smith but in addition of alternative early Church leaders, together with Wilford
Woodruff, Oliver Cowdery, and Frederick G. Williams. in reality one estimate concludes that onefourth of the early Church individuals in the US have been descended from John
Lathrop......Those people who've normally gentile inheritance will locate that via he renovating
powers of the Holy Ghost we're made, as Joseph said, actually the seed of Abraham (p. Joseph
Smith, the Prophet 107-8)."
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